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DIP SWITCH CHANGE DETECTION IN A SELF POWERED RELAY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to the field of electrical power distribution. The invention specifically

relates to interface for a self powered protection relay that use mechanical switches for its

configuration.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A protection relay is a microcontroller based intelligent electronic device with a basic function to

protect electrical equipment by tripping a circuit breaker and interrupting a power line in case of

over current or earth fault situations. The tripping signal on behalf of a trip coil or other actuator

of the circuit breaker is generated by the protection relay typically when the measured current in

the line exceeds a nominal or preset value for a predefined time period. In certain situations such

as Ring Main Units (RMU) installations in urban areas, a self-supplied relay may be preferably

used. The self-supplied protection relay utilizes energy from the current sensing transformers to

supply to the relay electronics circuit and the energy required to operate trip coils. A self-

supplied relay may be customized by an user through mechanical binary or Dual In-line Package

(DIP) switches for parameter setting, or alternatively through battery-power alphanumeric LCD

based Human Machine Interfaces (HMI). The HMI may be a detachable component as disclosed

in the WIPO publication WO2009071454.

The dip switches based HMI has limited functionality (restricted to binary combinations

achievable for given dip positions), apart from the constraints that user has to do for decoding the

switch position through a table to understand the interpretation of switch positions with respect

to functionality being configured. An HMI such as using push buttons or touch screen interface

enhances the primary function of the product through an interactive user interface by displaying

the various parameters of the relay including the line current measurements, protection settings,

Event logs, etc. Such HMI can also facilitate fine tuning of the achievable settings through given

DIP combinations.



In case of a self powered relay, the following parameters as an example may be set with the help

of DIP switches settings:

1. Nominal Current Is

2. Low set over current & earth fault protection stage

i . Setting range of pickup current Ί >', Ί ο>'

ii. Setting range of definite time delay' t>', 'to>'

iii. Setting of inverse time characteristics ',' CE'

iv. Setting range of time multiplier 'Κ ',' Κο '

3. High set phase over current & earth fault protection stage

i . Setting range of pickup current Ί »', Ί ο» '

ii. Setting range of definite time delay' t»', 'to»'

4. Earth fault measurement : Internal/External

5. HMI : Enabled/Disabled

The HMI provides fine settings to setting done by DIP. For example by DIP t> is set to 0.05 &

next possible setting by DIP is 0.07. In this case with the help of HMI t> can be set to 0.06 by

applying fine setting value of 0.01 .

In relays, typically the DIP positions are only used internally for further processing. In self

powered relays mechanical switches like DIP or resistive potentiometer are commonly used to

permit the settings of relay even in unpowered condition, in the most easiest and cost effective

way. The settings and changes done by DIP are sensed by relay & then used internally for further

processing. In this whole process normally there is no feedback to user, that whether changes are

sensed properly or not. Further, DIPs are mechanical switches, prone to changes in case of both

powered and unpowered situation. So there are possibilities of tampering bf settings when the

relay is OFF. Therefore, there exists a need to have feedback on the DIP switch settings and any

change made in the setting in the powered and unpowered situation.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

It is an objective of the invention to have a protection relay specifically a self powered relay

detect change in DIP switches in powered and unpowered situations and improve interaction

with the user of the protection relay.

According to the invention, a fully operational digital protection relay or Intelligent Electronic

Device (IED) using mechanical switches (DIP switches) for base setting related to operations of

the protection relay is provided. The protection relay has a base relay that receives power using

the line current that it functions to measure and a Human Machine Interface (HMI) unit. The

HMI reports change in DIP switches when one or multiple DIP switches are operated. The HMI

unit is provided with an auxiliary power supply to have the change in the DIP switch detected

even when the base relay is in the power less state due to trip (no supply of power from the line).

According to an embodiment of the invention, the HMI unit generates an alert whenever the

protection relay has a change in the DIP switches. The alert indicates the DIP switch (specific

relay setting) that has undergone a change along with a time stamp indicating the time when the

change was made. In case of multiple changes, the user has to navigate using the HMI to

discover the sequence of the change. The user may acknowledge the change made with the DIP

switches and in another embodiment, the setting may take affect only after the change is

acknowledged.

In yet another embodiment of the invention, the change in the DIP switch setting is made at an

unpowered condition of the base relay and the HMI unit detects the change and records the

change in its memory. The protection relay performs periodic scans to detect any change in the

DIP switch settings.

In yet another embodiment of the invention, the change in the DIP switch setting is detected and

displayed during the power ON state of the protection relay. The change is detected if there is a

change in the DIP switch settings in comparison with the DIP switch settings stored as a record

in the protection relay.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Other features and advantages will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon reading the

description of the preferred exemplary embodiments in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a protection relay as per an embodiment of the invention.

Figure 2 illustrates alerts on the HMI screen of the protection relay as per an embodiment of the

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

This invention describes a relay with DIP switches, in which any change in the DIP switches is

acknowledged in the Human Machine Interface (HMI) of the relay. This becomes very

significant in self powered relay where conventionally dip or rotator kind of switches have to be

used to permit the settings, changes in an unpowered condition.

The DIP switches of the Base relay are the most easiest and cost effective way to set the self

powered relay configuration and settings. The DIP switches have to be set according to the

required configuration after relay is powered off. These changes done is recorded and stored for

future reference and diagnostics in an exemplary embodiment of the invention.

The information on the change in DIP switch is useful for:-

a) Visual check of the changes in settings

b) Verification of correct DIP changes and thereby also preventing accidental shifts through

notifications

c) Fault diagnostics

The functioning of the DIP switch change detection is explained as an exemplary embodiment of

the invention. In this embodiment, the relay is said to comprise of a) a base relay having the dip



switch and providing the protection function and b) an optional human machine interface (HMI)

unit providing an interface for the operator to configure the relay using the HMI and also .view

the settings and parameters related to the relay through the HMI. The HMI acts both as an input

and display device for the protection relay. In self powered relay, the HMI is provided with a

battery backup.

The user can change the DIP switches anytime during the operation of the Self powered relay.

The relay can be either powered on or off.

The switch information is monitored periodically when the relay is ON. The switch information

is also compared on each power on time. Thus when the relay is OFF, and the user changes the

switch, on the next turn ON of the relay, there is a difference in the stored information of DIP

and the new DIP positions. The difference triggers an alert and is recorded with timestamp. In

case the user accidently changes the relay DIP settings during the time the relay is ON, the

difference in the information change is immediately notified and triggers an alert and is recorded

with timestamp.

Figure 1 provides a system block diagram for a protection relay 100. The block diagram consists

of a base relay 105, a HMI unit 110, interface 120 for power and communication, DIP switches

(or any mechanical switch) 130, power supply 140 for the protection relay and auxiliary power

supply 50 for the HMI unit. The user is intimated with the change in DIP switches with an alert

on the HMI screen. The alert (160) is flashed in the HMI screen (170) as soon as the relay

powers up and/or changes in the configuration are identified. The alert carries a time stamp ( 180)

of the recorded change.

Further, in an embodiment of the invention, the relay is configured to store the DIP changes with

other associated details (Eg time stamp) in its records database or memory (190) and to display

the alerts on the HMI screen. Figure 2 depicts an example of the alert when a change in a

specific configuration, here in the example, pick up current setting range (210) is being caused

with a single DIP switch change and also an example of the alert when multiple change (220) in

the DIP switch settings have been caused.



The DIP switch change detection is made whenever the relay is powered ON, by having the

current status of DIP position communicated to the HMI and by having the DIP position

communicated on every periodic scan. The communicated DIP position status is then compared

with last status stored in a non-volatile memory of the HMI. In case any difference in position

found during comparison, a DIP change alert with time stamp in the form of message generated

& stored in non volatile memory. This way any change is detected.

The change detection, further allows the following to be evaluated and/or performed:

1. Along with DIP change, which DIPs are changed with time stamp information, will also

be generated and will be displayed in graphical form.

2. A set of records of last few instances when settings were changed will be generated by

storing "which setting is changed" information along with time stamp in non-volatile

memory & will be presented in the form of a trend of settings change which will be useful

for diagnosis or knowing the pattern of settings change.

3. Graphically representing the DIP positions and then any change in DIP positions will be

highlighted to end user by any means like blinking of those changed DIPs only.

4. Will indicate whether there is a single change of DIP or there are multiple changes of DIP

position with time stamp graphically.

5. The DIP changes when relay is OFF & HMI is On is detected since HMI has a battery

backup. The HMI unit has interface to the base relay to scan DIP switch settings and

detect any change in the settings.

6. The change in DIP switch status information is communicated to remote location for

further analysis.

As a use case, by this invention even when settings were changed when relay is turned off, user

will have intimation of DIP changed on HMI during next power on, which is very useful during

diagnosis to know that whether knowingly (including tampering) or unknowingly settings were

changed. Apart from this it also act as an acknowledgement to user that change is in effect on

relay. The relay is an example is enabled to activate a change in setting only when it is

acknowledged by the user.



Time stamp is very useful in knowing the time instance when the setting is changed. With help

of this one can judge when settings were changed & can be used to judge behavior of relay

before & after change of DIP switches.

The conventional way to stamp data is through a "Real Time Clock" or RTC chip available for

embedded systems. There are also instances where the timer in the Microprocessor can do the

similar job. Moreover high end systems employ SNTP or similar protocol over internet to

synchronize time. The invention here uses a RTC embedded on the microcontroller to time

stamp the event of change of DIP switch.

The RTC is battery backed and works independently from the Microcontroller. The time is set by

the user with the help of GUI. This time count is retained till the RTC is powered by the battery.

In case of the fresh RTC powered up for the first time, the RTC starts from any random time.

This time is considered invalid and User is prompted to set an appropriate time. Meanwhile any

activity or events that are time stamped have their stamping as 00/00/0000 as date month and

year and 00:00:00 as the hours minutes and seconds. If the DIP switch is changed during relay

being off, the timestamp will be done by HMI when the relay is turned ON.

Here HMI being a separate module where by means of communication DIP information is send

to HMI & displayed. And there by user is able to know what he has set & what is really read by

the device.

The information available is DIP change with time stamp. This information is stored in non

volatile memory and will be updated on every next dip change provided relay is powered. Even

this information is available on next power on. The feature can be helpful in case analyzing the

cause of unexpected trip, by knowing when last settings were changed before trip instance. This

way it may help that due to some setting change wrong trip occurred.

Also in another case, since the relay is self powered, after the clearance of fault, relay will be

turned off, in such situation if required to restore whole system with the persisting fault

condition, relay settings will be modified to higher values. Else if tried to restore without



modifying relay settings when it is off, continuously there will be trip due to persisting fault

condition & will affect associated diagnostic.

Thus, with help of various examples and use cases, the advantage to have feedback on the DIP

switch settings and any change made in the setting in the powered and unpowered situation in a

self powered relay are illustrated.

While only certain features of the invention have been illustrated and described herein, many

modifications and changes will occur to those skilled in the art. It is, therefore, to be understood

that the appended claims are intended to cover all such modifications and changes as fall within

the true spirit of the invention.



We Claims:

1. A protection relay for providing electrical protection in an electrical system, comprising a

base relay for measurement of line current in a medium voltage power line and

generation of a trip signal, plurality of mechanical switches for specifying, by a user, a

base setting of an operating parameter of the protection relay, and a Human Machine

Interface (HMI) unit, characterized in that the HMI unit in the protection relay is adapted

to detect at least one change in the base setting made with at least one mechanical switch

from the plurality of mechanical switches of the protection relay.

2. The protection relay according to claim 1, characterized in that it comprises a power

supply module adapted to receive power from the medium voltage power line.

3. The protection relay according to claim 1, characterized in that it is adapted to

accommodate an auxiliary power supply for supplying power to the HMI unit.

4 . The protection relay according to claim 1, characterized in that the HMI unit records

change in the base setting made with at least one mechanical switch from the plurality of

mechanical switches along with a time stamp information for every change made in the

base setting of the protection relay.

5. The protection relay according to claim 4, characterized in that the HMI unit records

change in the base setting made with at least one mechanical switch from the plurality of

mechanical switches at an unpowered condition of the base relay.

6. The protection relay according to claim 1, characterized in that the HMI unit displays the

change in the base setting made with at least one mechanical switch from the plurality of

mechanical switches

7. The protection relay according to claim 6, characterized in that the HMI unit is adapted to

receive acknowledgment from the user for a change in the base setting made with at least

one mechanical switch from the plurality of mechanical switches.



8. The protection relay according to claim 6, characterized in that the HMI unit displays the

change in the base setting made with at least one mechanical switch from the plurality of

mechanical switches on Power ON of the protection relay.

9. The protection relay according to claim 1, characterized in that the mechanical switch is a

Dual In-Line Package (DIP) switch.

10. The protection relay according to claim 1, characterized in that the change in the base

setting made with at least one mechanical switch from the plurality of mechanical

switches is detected through periodic scan.
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